Thank Ewe Jack
By Sheila O’Hara www.sheilaohara.com – May 17, 2011
Some of you may remember when I made “Jack in the Box,” an artwork for Jack Lenor Larsen’s 65th birthday, in
1993. The American Craft Museum invited 65 artists to make 8x8x8 inch boxes for Jack that were donated to the
Longhouse Foundation. Jack has been sending me supportive notes since I first wrote to him in1979 so I figured I
would be happy to create a box for him. I had the idea of “Jack in the Box,” of course, and found a tiny picture of
Jack in American Craft magazine. When the image was enlarged it showed the dot screen pattern ala Lichtenstein. I
made 10 separate plaited ribbon squares and then machine sewed pairs together turning them inside out like little
pillows. I inserted thin Plexiglas squares inside each one to make them stiff enough to stand up and sewed them
closed. I then photo transferred Jack’s image onto the polyester ribbons on the inside of the box. The sides were tied
together with ribbons sewn to the corners so they could be untied and the box could be turned inside out. After the
party, Jack sent me a note that said he loved it.
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In November 2010, Jack was scheduled to be part of a panel lecture at the de Young Museum in San Francisco,
about a book published on his LongHouse property in East Hampton, Long Island. He was unable to attend the
book tour because his doctor grounded him. The author and photographer Molly Chappellet as well as Yoshiko
Wada, textile artist and scholar, and one other speaker entertained us with great images and stories.
Now that I have my own second hand AVL Jacq2G hand Jacquard loom, I had the idea of weaving Jack’s portrait
using the same image. I was going to bring it to the lecture as a surprise but then he wasn’t able to come. Months
had passed but I was finally able to weave it in February 2011. I was hoping that he would like the Jacquard
tapestry of the same image, especially since it would now be handwoven. I realized that I had to call it “Thank Ewe
Jack” after I added my Flockettes as a top and bottom border making it 42” x 20.” How do you like the Black Sheep
on the back side? The warp is black 10/2 cotton yarn at 30 epi and the weft is an antique silver and black lurex yarn
at 30ppi. It has a nice subtle shine to it in person. I also sent along some 8 x 10 color prints of my handwoven
Jacquard tapestries as well as a Spring Flockettes T-shirt. ☺

Front & Back:“Thank Ewe Jack” cotton & lurex handwoven Jacquard tapestry 42”x20” by Sheila O’Hara ©2011
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Detail: “Thank Ewe Jack” a cotton & lurex handwoven Jacquard tapestry 42” x 20” by Sheila O’Hara © 2011
On Monday, March 14, 2011, I got a call at 9:00am from East Hampton. “Hello” I said. “This is Jack Larsen
calling. I received your marvelous package.” We went on to chat for a few minutes. I wish I had been able to record
our conversation but in essence he was quite surprised and pleased to get his handwoven Jacquard tapestry. He said
the he liked the “frieze of Flockettes” at the top and bottom of his woven portrait and he liked the antique silver
yarn. He also liked the prints depicting the Jacquard tapestries of “Egyptian dogs” (my King Pup and Queen
Cleopetra) and that he thought it was great that I even had the dogs building pyramids. He was pleased that I had an
understanding of drawing and weaving. He said that he enjoyed the landscapes as well as the humorous works. I
asked him how he was doing and he said pretty well thanks to medicines. We said our goodbyes and hung up. I just
wish I had asked him how he liked his Spring Flockettes T-shirt.
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On March 24, 2011, Jack wrote me a letter asking me to donate a commissioned piece for the LongHouse Benefit
Auction. The mission of the 16 acre LongHouse Reserve is to exemplify living with art in all forms. Through its
arboretum, sculpture gardens, and educational programs, LongHouse brings together art and nature, aesthetics and
spirit, with a strong conviction that the arts are central to living wholly and creatively. Dedicated to quality and
integrity, LongHouse programs encourage a broad concept of learning. At the auction, among other artworks, they
will display Jack’s tapestry as an example and offer bidding on a custom commissioned tapestry that I will weave
and donate. The benefit will take place on Saturday, July 16th, 2011 honoring Dale Chihuly and Barbara Slifka with
a Performance by principal dancers of the New York City Ballet. For more info contact: www.longhouse.org I will
be very curious to see if anyone bids on having their own portrait woven!
In March 2010, I had given my Flockettes a spring makeover for a new round of T-shirts and tapestries that Village
Spinning and Weaving is selling. I wove the piece 30” x 20” so that I could get good detail in the design. I added
lots of colors and various three shuttle satin and twill weaves. It took 35 bobbins of various color combinations to
weave this new version. I had wound one bobbin of each color blend of two 10/2 cotton yarns. I had lots of leftover
yarn on the bobbins because I didn’t need that much of each color so then I wove some mini Spring Flockettes side
by side. If any of you see Jack Lenor Larsen in East Hampton sporting a Spring Flockettes T-shirt, please send me a
picture!

35 bobbins used to weave “Spring Flockettes” handwoven Jacquard tapestry 32” x 20” by Sheila O’Hara © 2010
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Close-up of “Spring Flockettes” handwoven Jacquard tapestry 32” x 20” by Sheila O’Hara © 2010
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“Spring Flockettes” as tapestries 32” x 20” above and 15” x 10” & T-Shirt below by Sheila O’Hara © 2011
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